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Larry and Ruth Brown Celebrate 48 Years Together!! 

The Shuffler has celebrated the Anniversary of Larry and Ruth Brown back 

to 2005, and possibly earlier. Pic on the left is of the Very Happy Couple on 

their wedding day > 1969 12 31.   

No two individuals on the planet have done more for shuffleboard than 

Larry and Ruth Brown!!!  Their unselfish actions are a model for others. 

Larry and Ruth served on the CD Board, Larry for 8 years, Ruth for 4.  They 

maintained the CD Hall of Fame 

until the spring of 2011, as well 

as being involved in organizing the most successful CD 

Hall of Fame Classic!!  Pic on right is FUN TIME 

following a Shuffleboard Classic Event!!”   

Both continue their support to Shuffleboard to this 

day.  Ruth is chairperson of the organizing committee 

for the FSA Banquet to be held on Jan 15th in Sebring.  

Larry too is assisting re the FSA HOF Banquet and he is 

also the State Rep of the Central District on the State Board.       

We now give you a pic of the two resting while 

shuffling at Avon Park; perfect example of what 

shuffleboard can do!!!  They can however; get 

pretty chummy with other Shufflers!!  The other 

lucky couple is Bud and Betty May!!  

Pic taken in 

2009 at CD 

Fun Day!!   

Both Larry 

and Ruth retired from business professions; each at one 

time owned their own business.   

The Browns began their Shuffleboard career while living 

in Pioneer Creek, FL, eventually relocating to Sebring 

where they now reside in Fairmont Estates.   

Larry and Ruth are the perfect example of a fine couple who have many friends, friends made 

as a result of playing the great game of Shuffleboard.   
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Both are “FL PROS”; both do their part to promote the game!! I will never forget the 

“moment”, the look on Larry’s face when Ruth received her White Jacket emblematic of 200 

Points.  If one needed evidence of their love for each other, the pic provides the evidence in 

spades!!!  It was in 2005, when Ruth earned the White Jacket, and when Larry took the mike, 

he asked the audience: “Have you ever seen a better looking Great Grandmother?”  For the 

record, similar exchanges, similar comments, continue to this day. 

Larry and Ruth teamed to market products for the 100th Anniversary Committee, and became 

one of the most successful couples in this venture. Working together; working enthusiastically, 

and demonstrating determination, paid off for the Good of Shuffleboard in the State of FL.  

We, Stan and Lois, had the privilege of sharing New Year’s Eve, (2017-2018) with Larry and 

Ruth.  We expressed Best Wishes from Shufflers World Wide on this very special occasion, their 

48th Wedding Anniversary, and New Year’s Eve!! 
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Above is the pic of Larry and Ruth, taken this evening, 2017 12 31, following a fine Dinner to 

celebrate their 48th Wedding Anniversary, AND Bring in 2018!!!  

Stan McCormack, 2017 12 31.   

 


